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Dan Winter -

The Politics of Bliss
Bliss is threatening to a culture because it is inherently addicting and contagious. Like
atomic reactions, Bliss has a critical mass for groups. Whatever or, more particularly,
whoever is perceived as the major source of Bliss activity will tend to be worshipped (often
as a guru) or loved. This may result in the formation of a cult that is permissive and whose
members behave in ways that appear “irrational” to the rest of the community.

This means Bliss techniques
that become popular tend to
become burning political issues
and involve the law.
For humanity to survive,
however, all laws must be re-
examined in light of whether
they permit humanity, and
especially our children, to sustain
Bliss.

The Electrical Definition of
Bliss
Bliss is the condition of the
ability to radiate charge to
infinity sustainably. This
requires perfect fractal
embedding. It is also the (self-
referent) definition of how
electrical fields  become self
organizing and self aware.
More detail on measuring the
onset of Bliss requires

introducing spectrum analysis to
identify harmonic cascades. This
is the principle behind the
Heartlink EKG harmonic
analysis. It is not just the EKG
which identifies its bliss and
charge radiance moment as
becoming a Phi cascade, this also
becomes the harmonic signature
of:

a) Planet long magnetic lines
becoming self-aware (Gaia
hypothesis physics).

b) Cancer membranes
becoming again healthy and
embeddable/touch
permissive
(    http://www.soulinvitation.c    
om/cancer    ).

c) Public utilities changing 60
Hz in their grid to a Phi
harmonic based on
Hydrogen and the Schumann

resonance, so our power grid
feeds gravity and awareness.
(See “What’s Poisoning the
Farm”.)

d) DNA enveloping itself in
long wave folds based on
Phi multiples to enable
ensouling, lucid dreaming,
time travel.

e) Voice prints which heal, and
(sun) light optical spectra
which serve life natural
spectra in classroom lighting
creates attention span, while
the mercury vapor light
spectra at your gas station or
grocery store is measurably
killing you and everything
alive underneath it.

The Religious History of Bliss
Billy Graham never bothered to
explain that to be self-

http://www.soulinvitation.c


empowered in the Physics of
Rapture you need to understand
and enact for yourself how
charge becomes a fractal (life
force)! No willy-nilly God
outside you is going to do this
for you.
The Shaker’s shake, the
Quaker’s quake, and the Sufi’s
turn: all these are examples of
attempts at entering into the
electrical symmetry of Bliss. It is
the function of ritual to achieve
proper charge embedding
(Radiance Symmetry). For all
living things, it is a matter of
“embed or die”.
The Pope, the King and the
Priests murdered the Cathars and
the Templars and the Druids and
the Witches and the… and the…
and the … largely because they
still had access to a way to Bliss
collectively. So the religious
history (as opposed to her-story),
of Bliss is that if you find Bliss
and attempt to share it you get
murdered.
The history of ciphers, Baconian
Shakespeare, Voynich
Manuscript, Enochian Ophanic,
and so on, is largely to encode
the symmetry which permits
Bliss into enough secrecy to
prevent murder. Historically, the
reason you get murdered for
teaching Bliss is because those
who cannot bear the electrical
fusion experience (Rapture) of
no secrets, who have not sorted
their memories/ waves into the
compressible and therefore
shareable (proper death
preparation), unconsciously
choose to prevent others from
doing so.

Romance and Bliss
The vast magnetic rush of genes
sensing the implosive possibility
of electrical wave fusion into the
superluminal is called “falling in
love”. Romance should be
captivating and fixating, because
from an electrical perspective

this is how DNA achieves an
immortal state.
If you do not achieve Bliss, you
do not sustain or create the
membrane waving-in phase,
called an immune system. This is
because the gland phonon
electrical Sonics braid the
membranes to a phase
sustainable state
(    http://www.soulinvitation.com/c    
ancer    ).
When DNA crossing achieves
very high voltage, you do see
stars. Genes are aware when the
possibility of charge collision
(hugging), will create an
immortal – Blue Fire Incubus/
tantric –cocconing. In essence,
proper Tantric swooning requires
fractal landscape Star maps. A
Tantric swoon is another name
for the little cocoon of Ultra-
Violet and Microwave cell
emission, which grows
antonymous when cellular Bliss,
often pre-orgasmic, is fed back
into itself.
Romance can be seen as an
appropriate cellular urge to
achieve the right mutual
annihilation of light beams
(which make a phase conjugate
mirror) and result in emotional
cleansing. This gives new and
useful meaning to the romantic
term, conjugal relations.
When two opposing sets of beam
phases collide in exactly the right
symmetry of implosion, romance
is the result. This is a “romantic”
extension of the quantum
mechanical ideal where only
equal and opposite wave
collisions make sustainable
quanta. (Nothing else ‘matters’).
In falling-in-love physics, this
means that only exactly
symmetric equal and opposite
voltages complete the implosion
which sends gene waves into
stars (superluminal and gravity
making). This is an extension of
the Celestine Prophecy that all
human interactions (particularly
sexual) are about charge. It also

relates to the Gurdjieff/ Bennet
notion of sexual relations, which
note that an electrical short or
overload has to be the result of
all sexual relations between
members not of equal charge.

Addiction and Bliss
It was not a mistake that Mother
Nature designed DNA and
glands to continuously re-seek
their last moment of maximum
electrical current. This is an
electrician’s definition of
addiction and fixation.
Illustrative of this point, is how
Marty Wuttke succeeds clinically
in eliminating Attention Deficit
Disorder and addiction
employing simple neurofeedback
training to complete the cascade
of EEG harmonics. (See links at:
Ritalin: Poisoning the
GEOMETRY of Attention in our
Young?,
http://www.soulinvition.com/rita    
lin/index.html   ).
When Bio-structures sit in the
midst of maximum current and
charge flow, they know they
have successfully embedded, at
least for that moment, into life,
memory and information itself.
That is why all places of
maximum current and charge
density on this planet, like atom
smashers and transformer arrays,
become nodes where huge
amounts of the collective mind
get nodally attracted for better or
(usually) for worse. If the locus
(geometry) of that magnetic flow
focus, is not embeddable (life
giving), then all the biological
life force sucked into such
human ignorance magnetic
vortex, will lose spin/ be killed/
create death/ thanatos. That is
why you will never find
elementals or the Schumann
resonance, or much EKG bliss,
near 60/50 cycle current (The
frequency at which the voltage
required to stop the heart is
lowest, is a prime example of a
non-life giving choice.)
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The up side is that where maximum  current and charge through (the) genes is sustained, that is called
“eternal life” and “peak experience”. Mechanically, this can be examined as a symmetry operation by
noting that if you put high current through DNA or gold monofilaments just at the moment of
crystallization, they become measurably superconductive. This is because the inherent dodeca recursion
wratchet, which is DNA (    http://www.soulinvitation.com/superDNA     ) and Gold Valence
(    http://www.soulinvitation.com/gold    ) permit implosion connectivity/perfect Phi fusion in their core.
The implication for genes in teenagers is that they unconsciously (and correctly) know that if they do not
achieve Bliss (charge density), they are dead anyway. So therefore they are appropriately willing to risk
everything to get bliss. If our culture could teach legitimate and sustainable techniques for Bliss, then we
would not lose our teenagers. (See Hygienes for Bliss:     http://www.soulinvitation.com/sbhowtos1.html   )
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